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Mother's Day Weekend Highlighted By Parade, Dance
SpivakTo Play For Dance;
Mrs. Lindsay Honored

Honorary Cadet Colonef

Mother's Day Schedule Announced
Event

Place

BAND CONCERT
1:45 p. m. to 2:30 p. m.
Terrace
Conducted by Cadet First Lieutenant James E. Padgett
of Ridgeland, South Carolina.
EXHIBITION DRILL - FRESHMAN PLATOON
2:45 p. m. to 2:55 p. m.
Bowman Field
This organization is comprised entirely of freshmen except for the leader, Cadet Master Sergeant Ray Bell of
Pelzer, South Carolina.
EXHIBITION DRILL - PERSHING RIFLES
2:55 p. m. to 3:05 p. m.
Bowman Field
The Pershing Rifles is a national society of ROTC cadets
organized by General John J. Pershing in 1892.
Miss
Adrienne Raines of Greenville has been chosen as the
»
honorary Cadet Captain of the unit this year. The platoon is led by Cadet Master Sergeant Roy Moore of
Charlotte, North Carolina.
EXHIBITION - SENIOR PLATOON
3:05 p. m. to 3:20 p. m.
Bowman Field
This is a campus organization composed entirely of cadet officers. It is a familiar sight at many state and
southeastern events. The platoon is under the leadership of George W. Lindstedt of Holly Hill, South Carolina.
REGIMENTAL REVIEW
3:40 p. m.
Bowman Field
The Clemson corps will be reviewed by Miss Sue Holden
of Walhalla, chosen as Honorary Cadet Colonel at the
annual Military Ball. Clemson's Mother of the Year,
Mrs. J. G. Lindsay, will be honored at this time and
awards to cadets will be made.
GLEE CLUB CONCERT
5:30 p. m.
Terrace - Clemson House
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Cadet barracks, the dining hall, and military classrooms
will be open for inspection to visitors from 9 a. m. to 11 a. m.
Clemson churches cordially invite all visitors to their
Sunday School and Morning Worship.
Baptist: Sunday school, 10:15 a. m. Morning worship
11:30 a. m.
Catholic: Mass, 9 a. m. and 10 a. m. Holy communion,
8 a. m.
Episcopal: Sunday school, 10:30 a. m. Morning worship,
11T30 a, m.
Lutheran: Morning worship, 9 a. m.
Methodist: Sunday school, 10:30 a. m. Morning worship,
11:30 a. m.
Presbyterian: Sunday school, 10:15 a. m. Morning worship 11:30 a. m.
An art exhibit of work by Clemson students and faculty
sponsored by the Baptist Student Union will be open to visitors at the Baptist Church except during morning worship
hour.

iiss Sue Holden

Bloodmobile Breaks
Previous Record On
Clemson Collection
Clemson College donated 436
pints of blood to-the AsheviUe, N.
C. Regional Blood Center Bloodmobile during the last visit here
on May 3 and 4, it was announced
by Col. .F/S. Wright, head of the
unit.
The collection of May 3 broke
all existing one-day records for
the unit when the college students agve 278 pints. A total of
970 pints - have been collected
here during two visits .by the
bloodmobile to the campus, the
first visit being March 15-16.
Col. Wright today expressed his
appreciation for the "splendid cooperation" given here by Col. Forrest E. C°°kson, commandant,
Maj. J. B. Jones, adjutant, and to
the volunteer, workers under the
direction of Mrs. F. A. Sharpe,
president of the ladies auxiliary
of the American Legion. .
Over 40- volunteers, assisted
the seven nurses and two custodians of the 13-bed unit.
"Without these volunteers and
the assistance of the college officials, this visit here could not
have been a tnccess," Col.
Wright said. •
It was announced that another
visit to Clemson by the Bloodmobile would probably be planned in
late September or early October.

Andrews Is Named
Seniors To Pay Damages Cade! Of The Week

On Personal Property
On Monday, May 7, the Senior
class voted to assess itself $721.20,
the estimated amount of damage
done to the automobiles by seniors
on Tuesday night, April 24. According to a count made of members of the senior class by John
Fairey, class president, each senior will be assessed the amount of
$1.25.
The group also passed a resolution at this • time stating that
should the amount be paid by
the senior class, the present senior
class will not be held responsible
for damage other than that to personal property that occurred on
the night of April 24.
Bill Rabon, treasurer of the
senior class, has announced that
company executive officers will
collect the senior assessment from
seniors in the cadet corps. Post
cards will be sent to all veteran
students reminding them of the
payment due. Veterans can pay
any evening in the Student Government office 6:30 p. m. to 7:30
9. m.

Summer Session
Schedule Listed
Below is a schedule for the
1951 Summer Session of Clemson
College. This
schedule was
adopted by the Board of Deans
and Directors.
Summer School 1951
Matriculation and Registration
Tuesday, June 12
Classes begin
Wednesday, June 13
Independence Day Holiday
Wednesday, July 4
Examinations
Wed.-Fri., August 8-10

Eleazer Speaks
At K.A.S. Meeting
Mr. J. M. Eleazer, extension
information specialist, spoke at a
meeting of the Clemson chapter
of Kappa Alpha Sigma Tuesday
night, May 8. Mr. Eleazer spoke
on "The Changing Agriculture of
the South." He stressed the importance of the new movement
toward grass farming in the state
and held high hopes for irrigation.

Clemson's Mother of the Year

The Regimental Headquarters of the Clemson Corps of
Cadets has announced the awards that will be made to
cadets at the regimental review to be held here on Mothers'
Day, May 13.

Clemson's annual Mother's Day and Junior-Senior weekend will be highlighted this year by a Jr.-Sr. banquet Friday night followed by the formal Taps Ball. Saturday
night will bring the Jr.-Sr. Ball, which is informal. Charlie
Spivak and his orchestra will present the music for these
affairs.
Sunday will be devoted to visitors on the campus. The
morning will begin with an inspection tour of barracks and
classrooms. This will be followed by a band concert, exhibition drills, a regimental review, and a glee club concert.

Time

Awards Made At Parade;
Best Drilled Cadet

ue Key initiates
Members A! Banpef
The ; Clemson Chapter of Blue
Key held its initiation banquet
Monday, May 7, at eight p. m. in
the: Saber Room of the Clemson
House. Bans Adams, president
of the Furman Blue Key, was
principal speaker. He spoke on
"Why You Were Selected for
Membership in Blue Key."
Other speakers included Gene
McLeod, "History of Blue Key";
Tony Bowman, "Purpose and policies of Blue Key"; and Bob
Prince, "The Blue Key Emblem."
Alan Sibley, president of the
Clemson . Chapter, presided and
gave the new members the formal pledge.
Members initiated were: Deci
Barbot, Bill Denson, Bill' Adams,
Jack Mooneyhan, Hassell Simpson, . and honorary member, Mr.
A. J. Brown.

Clemson Board
Names Cooper
Robert M. Cooper was elected
chairman of the Clemson College
Board of Trustees at a meeting of
the board in Columbia on Tuesday, May 8. He succeeds the late
Christie Benet, Columbia attorney who died March 30.
Mr. Cooper is a life member of
the board! He resigned as director of the State Research, Planning and Developing Board several .years ago to join a manufacturing firm. He also has agricultural interests at Wisacky.
A former state collector of internal revenue, and former general
manager of the State Public Service (San tee-Cooper) Authority,
Mr. Cooper is a graduate of the
] University of South Carolina.

BJ. U. Banquet Be
Held This Week-End
E. M. Andrews, mechanical engineering freshman of Landrum,
has been named cadet of the week
by the Commandant's Office.
Andrews organized and instructed a class of non-swimmers,
taught a senior life saving course,
and will teach a class for senior
life saving instructors. He was
honored, according to Colonel F.
E. Cookson, for his "conscientious
work and ability as an instructor."

Clemson's B. S. U. will hold
their annual banquet at 6 p. m.
on Saturday night, May 12 in teh
club room of the Baptist Church.
The theme, of the banauet this
year will be based on the olden
days. The club room will be decorated in the manner of a banquet hall of an old castle.
The main event of the evening
will be the speaker, Bill Wagner, assistant pastor of the Citadel Square Baptist Church of
Charleston. Mr. Wagner will speak
immediately following the other
forms of entertainment that have
been planned.
Approximately fifty couples including a deputation from Winthrop, are expected to attend.

The R. W. Simpson Medal,
which is awarded to the best
drilled cadet, goes to Cadet Sergeant William D. Asnip of Greenville. Cadet Asnip is also the best
drilled sophomore.
Cadet Sam B. Murphree of
Troy, Alabama, is the best drilled
freshman. He will also receive
the Executive Sergeants award as
the neatest appearing cadet in the
corps.
The best drilled junior award
goes to Cadet Master Sergeant
Fredis C. Fore of Mullins. Cadet
Fore is the first sergeant of Company A-2.
Cadet Colonel John H. James of
Statesville, N. C, will receive
the Augustus Shanklin Award in
Military Science and Tactics.
Cadet James is the regimental
commander of the corps.
Cadet First Lieutenant William
E. Baldwin of Spartanburg is to
receive the award as the best
armored cavalryman. Cadet Baldwin is the leader of the best drilled platoon, the second platoon of
Company B-l, and will also receive that award.
The best infantryman award
will be received by Cadet Captain
Coy J. Gray of Anderson. Cadet
Gray was the best drilled cadet
last year.
Armed Forces Communication
medals are to be awarded Cadet
First Lieutenant Jack C. Ferguson of Asheville, N. C; Cadet
Second Lieutenant Thomas W.
Morgan, Jr., of Tucaupu; and
Cadet Corporal Herbert W. Fletcher of McColl.
The .United States Veterans
Signal Corps medal will fee awarded to Cadet Lieutenant Colonel
Lewie Bates of Greenville. Cadet
Bates is the commander of the
second battalion.
The Air Force Association
Award goes to Cadet Lawrence
Ragsdale of Anderson.
Society of American Military
Engineers awards go to Cadet
Lieutenant Colonel Hughey A.
Woodle of Clemson and Cadet
Master Sergeant Robert L. Beach
of Walterboro.
The Ordnance Association
awards go to Cadet Second Lieutenant Robert M. Wolfe of Rock
Hill and Cadet Master Sergeant
John E. Lunn of Florence.
The best drilled squad is the
third squad of the first platoon,
Company A-l. Squad leader is
Cadet Sergeant Mack C. Branham
of Columbia.
' Cadet Captain Thomas C. Mann
of Greenville will receive the
award forjiis company, Company
A-l, as the best drilled company.
■ Marksmanship awards for the
Air ROTC rifle team will go to
Cadet Sergeant Edward Jones for
high scores in the . prone and
kneeling positions as well as.the
high aggregate score. Cadet Major O. Reagan Rowe will receive
the award for high score in the
sitting position, and Cadet Corporal Julius Earle for high score
in the standing position.
Marksmanship awards for the

Army ROTC rifle team go to Cadet Second Lieutenant Mendel L.
Poston, captain of the team, for
his high aggregate score. Cadet
Second Lieutenant Chesley West
receives the award for high score
in the prone position, Cadet Second Lieutenant Robert McKinnel
for the high score in the sitting
position, and Cadet Corporal
Thomas B. Earle for high score in
the kneeling position. Cadet Second Lieutenant J. T. Squires will
receive the award for high score
in the standing position.

Life Saving Course
Is Offered By YMCA
M. R. Lepich, special representative of the Safety Services di-.
vision of the American Red Cross
in the Southeastern area, will conduct a life-saving course for instructors at the Clemson YMCA,
May 20-25. ,
Mr. Lepich joined the Southeastern area Red Cross staff as a
special field representative in
1951.
In the late thirties, Mr. Lepich
was a high school swimming coach
in Illinois, and for a time he was
director of the Logansport, Youth
Foundation. He has been camping and aquatic consulate for the
Tennessee Valley Authority, and
has taught life-saving and swimming in national aquatic schools
of the Red Cross, Boy Scout
camps, municipal pools, and private camps.
Mr. Lepich was a physical education major at LaSalle-Peru Junior College, LaSalle, 111. He is a
member of the American Society
of Safety Engineering, American
Cano Association, Tennessee Valley section of the American Camping Association, and was chairman of the recreational commission of Norris, Tenn., in 1950.
Anyone interested in taking the
course, and who has had fifteen
preliminary training hours may
write or call the Clemson College
YMCA, Box 312, Clemson, S. C.
%P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., general
secretary, chairman of water
safety.

Air ROTC Will Be
Inspecfed May 14-15
The annual Military Inspection
at Clemson College will be conducted on May 14 and 15. The Air
Force Inspector's team will be under the supervision of Lt. Col.
Crews of the Air Inspector General's Office of Robins Air Force
Base at Macon, Georgia.
The Clemson Air Force detachment will hold open house from
9 to 11 a. m. on Sunday, May 13.
The public is invited to attend the
display of equipment which will
include a cut-away J-35 jet engine, the same engine used in the
F-84, Thunderjet.

Mrs. J. G. Lindsay

Engineers To Meet
On Clemson Campus
The first annual Clemson industry - faculty conference sponsored by the school of engineering
here will be held May 17-18, according to Dr. J. H. Sams, Jr.,
acting dean of the school. About
125 professional engineers are expected for the two day meet
which will have Clemson House
as headquarters.
All conferences will be held in
the auditorium of the new chemistry building. Many outstanding
speakers have been named to appear on some phase of the program. A program of entertainment will be arranged for the
ladies who will be present. Registration will begin at 8:30 a. ml
and will last until 10 a. m. May
17.
Talks on various subjects of engineering will' be given by, Mr.
H. G. Glenn, Mr. R. W. Moorman,
Dr. J. it Sams, Dr. S. B. Earle,
Mr. A. M. Quattlebaum, Mr.
Bruce P. Barber, and Mr. S. N.
Pearman.
A banquet is to be held on
Thursday at 7:30 p. m. in the
Clemson House. Dr. J. S. Long,
chemical director of Peaslee-Gaulbert Paint and arnish Company,
of Louisville, Ky., will be the
principal speaker. Prof. John D.
Lane of the English department
here, will be the toastmaster.
The conference will close on
x
Friday afternoon.

Fred Waring Choral Workshop
In Session Here June 18-22
The first national fred Waring Choral Workshop will
be held at Clemson College on June 18-22. The workshop,
which was first held at Shawnee-on-Delaware, Pa., was expanded because of the increased demand for accommodations
from music directors and teachers from all over the counThe Clemson Chapter of Block
try. This year's workshop will be the first to travel over
and Bridle, national animal husthe country during its sessions.

Block And Bridle
Sponsors Contest

The original idea .for the
workshop was conceived by Mr.
Waring when he began to receive more and more letters
from choral directors in schools,
colleges and churches requesting
permission to attend rehearsals
of the Waring Glee Club so
that they might observe the
choral techniques which he had
developed. The steady stream
of visitors became so large that
there was not room for them in
the rehearsal studios.
A series of clinics was then organized, the first of which was
attended by more than three hundred directors from 28 states.* The
enthusiasm that resulted from
those clinics clearly indicated the
need for operation of a choral
training institution on an annual
schedule.
At each of these annual sessions Mr. Waring: and his staff

will present an intensive, dynamic program of approximately forty hours of instruction
pertaining to choral techniques.
This program is designed to be
of greatest possible use to choral directors.
Workshop members will be directed in rehearsal of a wide variety of choral music by Fred
Waring, Lara Hoggard, and other
'staff members. Discussion periods will deal with choral techniques, program building, rehearsal procedures, problems of balance and arrangement, and other
subjects related to the daily work
of the choral director.
Mr. H. H. McGarity, director of
music at Clemson, has announced
that enrollment is going well and
attracting a large number of
church and school choral directors from all over the South.

bandry fraternity, will hold its
annual livestock judging contest
at 1 p. m. on Tuesday, May 15.
All freshmen and sophomores majoring in agriculture and juniors
who have not yet taken judging
306 are eligible to participate in
the contest. /
A trophy will be given the
high-scoring contestant. Judging
medals will be presented to the
second and third place contestants.
The top ten contestants will be
honored guests at the annual
Block and Bridle banquet, May 18,
at the Clemson House.
Any students interested in participating in the contest should be
present on the day set for the contest.

**~

Smith Is Named
Hold-Gver Member
Of Clemson Board
Bachman S. Smith, vice presi
dent of the Naco Fertilizer Com
pany and manager of the com
pany's Charleston plant, has beei
named hold-over member to servi
on the 1952 Clemson Collegi
Board of Visitors.
Mr. Smith was elected at thi
last meeting of the 1951 grouj
Friday. The 1951 board is mad*
up of 13 members, two from eacl
Congressional district and thi
hold-over member from las
year.

Notices
Offices of THE TIGER are
open on Monday and Tuesday
nights from 7 p. m. until midnight. All persons having news
articles of interest to readers of
THE TIGER are asked to either
phone the office at 6221 or to
drop by the office in the old
Fire Station at the end of ThirdBarracks.
Juniors and Seniors who have
not signed up for the Jr.-Sr.
Banquet are urged to do so immediately. Table reservations
may be obtained from Ray Bell
in room 3-330.
There are a limited number
of annuals for those who did
not order them. These annuals
may be purchased next week
from the TAPS office, basement
of seventh barracks.
All students are requested to
pick up their copies of TAPS
from the TAPS office by Wednesday, May lft.
There will be an open meeting of the Clemson Little Theater Thursday, May 17, at 7:30
p. m. in 'Y' Clubroom No. 1.
The meeting is open to all season ticket holders.
Students interested in going
to Blue Ridge this summer
should contact Bill Shuler, Jim
Cushman, or the TP office.

By Their Words
"I was misquoted."
"Moonbeams" Burtnei
''Here's another little trick.**
"Doc" Sheldon
"You boys have fun."
Sst Slivka

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Thursday, May 10, 1951
NOW HEAR THIS

The Tiger

Milford's EVBavsoIeum Not So Bad;
Let's Dance This Weekend

He Roars For Clemson A & M
Mcmbci of
Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school
year by the students of Clemson College

By "Doc" Baker
HOSPITAL CONDITIONS

THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, "The
South's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who read it.

One of the things griped about by cadets
and veterans at Clemson is the college hospital.
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If some of the students think they aren't
fortunate in having the present system, let
them take a look at the conditions at Tulane
University.

Pass In Review
, Another school year is drawing to a close. Nine months DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT .
of work will be brought to a climax this week-end. Included in the events to be held are the annual Junior-Senior
banquet and dance, the traditional Mothers' Day Parade, and
the spring inspection for which much preparation has been
made.

sider radical changes in administering the
Student Health Service."
Consequently, it is quite evident that the
students at Clemson can be thankful they
aren't on the same type medical-care pro- ,
gram as Tulane"'s students.
MILITARY BOYS SHARP UP
As the big week arrives, the traditions ot .
perfecting Clemson's sharp drillers take
place. Early in the morning and late in the
afternoon, the cadet CO's can be heard as
they run their units through the exercises.
The strenuous preparation ends on Mother's Day when thousands of visitors gaze ...
with awe upon the precise movements of
Clemson's best.
I doubt that any of them (except former
students) ever wonder how many hours are
spent drilling to reach the stage of performance with which the exhibitions take place.
No doubt, the members themselves often .
wonder whether or not the glory is worth ,:
the ordeal.

The campus newspaper, The Hullabaloo, ANOTHER DANCE WEEK
has a policy of printing letters to the editor
This week-end will be long remembered
and, if the writer desires, signing them with by the members of the junior and senior
a false name.
'- >
classes. This is the time when the threeThis letter was written by "A SICK OUT- year-men give the approaching graduates a ;
By Stan Kohn
OF-TOWN STUDENT." He states that the banquet.
Much preparation has gone into making
their country. It's unfair to the population doctors are never on time to the clinic. When
1-A's ARE LEFT HOME
to allow the "brains" to live while the "not- there, the MD's are in such a hurry they tell this one of the occasions that remains on the i
As much as I didn't want to believe it, a
so-smarts" get killed in war.
the students to report the next day. The individual's memory as a result of pleasant,
large number of young American youths, of
next day a different doctor is there,—he wholesome, fun.
draft age, are still sitting around doing nothSPLASH!
passes the buck to the student and tells him
For some who seem to be slightly forget
ing. They fall into two classes: those that
A recent order from the Commandant's of- to see the original "sawbones" at noon.
ful,
the majority of the students have their
are 1-A and can't get a job, and those that fice prohibiting pooling in the Clemson
special girls up. Thousands of spectators,
are 20 or 21 years old and still have not been House pond seems to have caused a large
He concludes with, "Let's not fool the
including
parents, come to Clemson annually '
amount of unrest among the troops. But I students with the idea that the University
classified by their draft boards.
to see the spectacle.
understand that there's another side to the
has a special Health Department to help
The first group, the guys that can't get
story.
you out; there is no such a thing. Remove
jobs because they're eligible for the draft, is
I sincerely hope that each student will
Pooling
is
not
frowned
upon
by
the
authe department and remove the advertisexcusable in some respect. Possibly the
keep this in mind. Furthermore, I hope
thorities. Only the fact that it is carried
each student will keep in mind the phrase
army can't find a place for them in th states
ing from the school's catalogue."
on so publicly—carrying cadets across the
attributed to Clemson men, Country
for training. But there is no possible excuse
highway and right up to the front door of
The
editor's
note
reads,
"At
a
meeting
of
Gentlemen.
for hundreds of guys to have not heard from
Clemson's beauty spot—is disliked I untheir draft boards concerning their classifiderstand that the very day the order was the Student Health Committee a similar
In doing this, conduct yourselves as gencation. Obviously, there is a fault in someput into effect to abolish pooling at the complaint made last week was read before tlemen. Do not only live up to the term,
body's system somewhere.
Clemson House, it was requested that wa- the committee, and other evidence presented make those thousands of spectators know you
ter
be put in Reflection Pool in back of
There are thousands of men in the fightwhich caused the committee to strongly con- are living the part.
the amphitheater
ing lines in Korea. There are still thousands more in this country undergoing inSENIORS COME THROUGH
tensified training in army amps. Yet,
The senior class has accepted full responsome men are accidently overlooked by
sibility for^damage done to personal properthe draft boards. Accidents cost lives.
ty on senior night. The seniors have voted
Maybe these clerical accidents are costing
to assess each member of the class $1.25 to
lives, too.
Fans will find that this set has a
By "T. K." Vassy
help pay for damages. It was found that
lot to offer.
this amount would not be sufficient to cover
Well, what do you know? This
THE PENALTY FOR FLUNKING
If You want General Mac's
the entire cost,~ but rather than raise the week we have some music for a
speech
before Congress, you can
There always seems to be a dark threat original assessment, the treasurer of the change. ■ Yes, we dug up a few get it under
almost-every label
hanging over the heads of students every- senior class is asking that seniors contribute cool ones!
in the Business. It's not very
where. In peacetime it was the threat of a small amount over the assessment to allow First off on the "be sure to get" jazzy, but if you like it, it is Dear Tom,
parent's wrath that kept students from fall- for the sutdents that have dropped out of list comes Shearing's latest sides available.
The executive committee of the
Crippled Children Society of South
ing behind in their studies— Then war came school.
for MGM. They haven't been
Lester' Young recently cut Carolina wishes to thank you for
and the theory changed to "pass in school or
released yet, but I'll Be Around Frenesi and Undercover Girl all you have done to help make
NAME NEEDS CHANGING
march with Uncle Sam's fighting men." That
and Quintessence are coming up Blues for Mercury. Advance the 1951 Easter Seal campaign
gave the attitude that the penalty for flunkI overheard two women talking in the lob- shortly. In the same breath we raves have it that the Prez is the most successful in the history
of our society. To date, $87,626
ing out of college was the army.
by of the Clemson House last week. One might mention Errol Garner's really cool on both of these sides. has been reported. Returns will
Then came a wheel from the Personnel Bu- was convinced that the IPTAY'Tavern was Gems album to be released for Another item by Oscar Peter- continue to come in for some time,
reau of the Adjutant General's office who a private club, while the other was sure that Columbia in the near future. The son for Mercury is Squatty Roo and thus we are assured of being
sides will include Indiana; I'm
able to continue our present serhad a real brainwave. Why not give all it was only a "beer parlor."
backed by Salute to Garner. On vices to the crippled throughout
in the Mood For Love; The Way
college students a big quiz? If he passes he
"Why, I can't imagine there being a place You Look Tonight; Body and Soul; the Garner side, Peterson does a the coming year as well as expand
can continue in his schooling, if he does not where liquor is sold on the Clemson cam- Penthouse Serenade; Play, Piano take-off on Errol's style that will these services.
A new organization, United
pass he becomes a soldier.
pus," she stated, "but what else is a tavern Play; and I Cover the Waterfront. .get a big rise out of Jazz lovers. Cerebral
Palsy Association,
Roo
is
a
very
nimble
bop
treatAll the reviews give the album
It's unfair. It's unfair to the students be- for?"
plans
a
nation-wide
cerebral
ment of a memorable Johnny
palsy drive in May. As Easter
cause it knocks a hole in his youth that can
We're finding out that the Tavern isn't the and the individual numbers top Hodges riff.
seal funds are providing for
never be replaced. It's unfair to the United place for alcoholics. It's Clemson's hangout ratings. Some of the sides are
just new releases of old numbers.
Lionel Hampton's new disk com- these children in our state, we
States Army because it infers that only il- for students—it has a jukebox, soda founNat "King" Cole's Decca Disk pany is MGM. In his first ses- do not want you to confuse this
literates, or those below average are taken tain, tables, and a dance floor. Now let's of Song of Delilah coupled with sion with them, he cut Cool Train, UCPA campaign with our organization.
out of school and f-acd in the service of let the public know about it.
Because of Rain sounds great. On Air Mail Special, and I Can't Be-

Draft Boards Miss Boat -- Flunk And
Fight; Seniors Pay For Damage

This year has been an eventful one. Rat Hop was the
beginning of a successful dance calendar. The crowning of
the freshman queen highlighted the year's first social occasion. Then came the Homecoming Ball, at which Taps beauties for 1951 were chosen. Next was the Mid-Winters Ball
with music by Charlie Barnet. The fourth dance was the
Military Ball featured by the selection of the honorary cadet
colonel. Music was provided by our own Jungaleers. This
weekend Charlie Spivak will play for the dance, and the
' 1951 Miss Taps will be presented.
The year was a successful one for Clemson athletics.
Last fall we watched the Tiger football team complete their
second undefeated season in three years, defating Miami in
the Orange Bowl. The basketball squad surprised with
their most successful season since the war. This week-end
Clemson's baseball team will complete another winning season and are preparing to enter the Southern Conference
tournament.
Drills, parades, and inspections have become a part of
the life of every cadet. Beginning with the training of the
first freshman, eight months of work have gone into the preparation for the Spring Inspection, which, each year, climaxes our military training.
Perhaps the biggest event of the year for cadets and
their families is the Mothers' Day Parade. Annually, thousands visit the campus for this colorful occasion.
The first organized observance of Mother's Day at Clemson was begun by the Presbyterian Church. The following
year other campus churches joined the Presbyterians in issuing an invitation to the families of students to spend Mother's Day with their sons. Since that time the week-end has
grown to its present position as the most outstanding event
of the year.
Another year is passing in review.
Mother's Way
Tender, gentle, brave and true,
Loving us whate'er we do!
Waiting, watching at the gate
For the footsteps that are late,
Sleepless through the hours of night
Till she knows that we're all right;
Pleased with every word we say—
That is every mother's way.
Others sneer and turn aside.
Mother welcomes us with pride;
Over-boastful of us, too,
Glorying in all we do,
First to praise and last to blame,
Love that always stays the same,
Following us where'er we strayThat is every mother's way.

Platter Chatter
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By Johnnie Newell

She would grant us all we seek,
Gives her strength where we are weak.
Beauty? She would let it go
For the joy we yearn to know.
Life? She'd give it gladly, too,
For the dream that we pursue;
She would toil that we might play—
That is every mother's way.
Not enough for her are flowers—
Her life is so blent with ours
That in all we dare and do
She is partner, through and through;
Suffering when we suffer pain,
Happy when we smile again,
Living with us, night and day—
That is every mother's way.
Edgar A. Guest

Before I start let
you that the rude and
is one who stares at a
when she is doing her
play it.

me remind onjy saying that to make me jealvulgar man ous!"
girl's figure
best to disROTC Officer: "Why didn't you
salute me yesterday?"
Frosh Cadet: "I didn't see you,
Hugh Edwards, asked if he Sir."
liked intelligent girls, replied, "I
ftOTC Officer: "Thank heavens,
like a girl with a good head on I thought you were mad at me."
my shoulder.'
—Campus Quirk
The tired store cleuk had pulled
down blanket after blanket until
Don carried the following ex- only one was left on the shelf.
cuse to the teacher the morning Then the customer remarked,
following his absence: "Please ex- "Well, I don't really want to buy
cuse Don for being absent from anything today. I was only lookschool yesterday. He has a new ing for a friend."
baby brother. It was not his
"Well, madam," said the exasfault."
perated clerk, "Ml take the last
one down if you think he's in it."
Mistress ':'You know, I suspect
my husband has a love affair with
The doctor's secretary, a conhis stenographer."
scientious girl, was. puzzled by an
Maid: "I don't believe it. You're entry in the doctor's notes on a"

emergency case: "Shot in the lumbar region," it read. After a moment she brightened and, in the
interest of clarity, typed into the
record: "Shot in the woods"
—San Francisco Foghorn
She: "Jimmy, dear, I wouldn't
let anyone else kiss me like this."
He: "My name isn't Jimmy."
She was only a clergyman's
daughter, but you couldn't get
anything pastor.—(Signal).
"Sir, may I have your daughter for my wife?"
"Bring your wife around and
we'll see."
And then there was the absent
minded fly who couldn't remember «'Tl,n"n v>o Toff >i,c criPrTrc

the Delilah side, Nat is backed by lieve You're In Love With Me.
Dave Barbour's ork. That could His most recent cutting date was
mean that we have a little bongo. yesterday, when he etched some
Israeli ballards with Shoshana
Cab Calloway is back in the biz,
Damari
on vocals.
after an absence of some few
Pete Rugolo, who used to aryears. He cut two sides for Regal
Records last week and they will range and play for Kenton, has
be out before long. The numbers signed a contract to do the music
are Frosty Morning backed up by for flicker called "The Strip."
Que Pasa Chica.
This will be Pete's first try at
Although Oscar Peterson can't movie music.
come through with U. S. Custom'
Now for the rundown of
officials (he had to cancel three
month's bookings because he (ugh) commercial music. The
he couldn't obtain a working visa) top ten this week are Mockin'
he has been known to come Bird Hill; How High The Moon; *
through with some strictly chilly On Top Of Old Smokey; If; Be
music. His latest is How High My Love; Would I Love You;
The Moon flipped by Nameless. Aba Daba Honeymoon; Sparrow
Art Tatum has put out volume 2 In The Treetop; Beautiful
of his Piano Solos for Brunswick Browneyes; I Apologize. To
Records. The sides, which were music (Jazz) lovers, I apologize
disked some years ago when Ta- for having to include How High
tum was at his peak, are: Stormy The Moon in this list. Les Paul
Weather; Chloe; Gone With The has done his best to kill the Na
Wind; Sheik of Araby; St. Louis tional Anthem of Jazz. Let's
Blues; Begin The Beguine; Tea hope he fails as miserably as he
For Two; Rosetta. Jazz collectors, has failed in trying to be a mu-

Our state society's project is
cerebral palsy. We shall continue
to bring hope and help to these
unfortunate Children. Easter Seal
funds have enabled us to open six
treatment centers located throughout the state to offer needed
therapy for cerebral palsied children. Clinics are held periodically and we have organized cerebral palsy councils to assist parents and interested persons in
gaining an understanding of the
problem. Easter seal funds not
only make this project possible,
but also provide speech therapy,
special education, homebound
teaching, and direct services to all
types of handicapped persons.
These services include the provision of braces, wheel chairs, artificial limbs and special equipment.
You, along with others, have
shown that you want to lend a
helping hand to those who are
less fortunate. We appreciate
your assistance to our Easter
seal agency at all times.
Sincerely,
C. W. Griffith,

'
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For European Tour
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Art Exhibit To Be
In Clemson House
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Mrs. Sara Thomson Waikart,
formerly of Washington, D. C,
and now of Seneca, will have a
showing of photographic oil paintings in the lobby of the Clemson
House beginning at noon Friday,
May 11, and continuing through
Sunday.
Featured in the exhibit will be
a group of miniatures illustrating
the artist's work with both new
and old photographs. Also included will be transparent photographic oils of scenery, flowers,
and portraits.
The photographic oils on canvas which will be shown is the
highest development of photographic art and is a new process
which was unavailable during the
war because of the scarcity of
materials.
Mrs. Waikart has had exhibits
in Washington and Maryland and
is well known there for her work.

YMCA To Hold Picnic
At 'Y' Cabin May 17

The sponsors for the 1951 TAPS staff are: Miss Lillian Dillard for the editor, Billy Gaillard,; Miss
Mary Sue Sowell for the business manager, Tony Bowman; Miss Johnny Boggs for the designer,
Bill Rabon; Miss Jane Kincaid for the classes editor, Jack Hare; Miss Jean Housel for the staff
photographer, Jack Trimmier; Miss Bobbie Powell for the feature editor, Ted Gardner; Miss Virginia Kloeppel for the photographer, Johnny Nowell; Miss Jackie Fisher for the sports editor, Dave
Milling; Miss Barbara Foy for the military editor, Dick Mattox; and Miss Beverly Spurling for the
advertising manager, F. J. Holcombe, Jr.

The annual meeting and picnic
of the YMCA will be held at the
'Y' cabin on Thursday, May 17
from 5 p. m. to 8 p. m. The picnic supper will be served about
5:15 p. m. and a short program
will follow. At this meeting the
members of the cabinet have an
opportunity to present reports on
the work of their respective committees for this year.
Faculty persons who wish to
bring children to the picnic may
do so as there will be a game
period for children while the program is in progress. This is one
opportunity during the year when
members of the faculty, their
families and students have an
evening together.
Tickets for the picnic are available at the 'V office or from any
of the YMCA secretaries.
college.
'
There will also be a children's
exhibit which is being sponsored
cooperatively by the B. S. U. and
the A. A. TJ: W., Clemson Chapter. Approximately 200 paintings
The Clemson B. S. U. will spon- will be entered in this section.
sor an art exhibit to be held on The names of professional exMay 13 through 14 in the Educa- hibitors were not available at
tional Building of the Baptist press time. Also, there will be
Church. The paintings will be representative work done by chilshown beginning at 1:30 on Sun- dren of Louisville, Kentucky.
day and continuing until 6:30 that
The work of the Clemson stuevening, and again on Monday dents will be evaluated by a comfrom 9:00 a. m. to 9:00 p. m.
mittee composed of Mrs. B. E.
The exhibit will be in three Fernow, Mrs. Charles McGee, Jr.,
classes: work done by profes- and Mr. W. F. B. Hodge.
sionals, work done by Clemson
The art exhibit is a feature held
College students, and work done in conjunction with the Annual
by adults of the community and Baptist Student Union Banquet.

Fiberglas 'Road Show'
Exhibit Be
At Clemson House May 15 Art
Held By Baptist
The $50,000 Fiberglas "road
show" which has been seen by
more than 34,000 people in 130 of
the nation's major cities, will be
presented twice in Clemson, May
15.
Showing of the Fiberglas
Products Demonstration, an industrial caravan designed to illustrate up-to-date information
about the uses of Fiberglas
products, will be held in Clemson House at 2 p. m., Tuesday,
May 15 for the faculty and
senior class members of Clemson and at 6:30 p. m. Tuesday,
May 15 for the public under the
auspicies of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, O.
The firm is building a new fiberglas yarn manufacturing
plant at nearby Anderson, S. C.
W. P Johnson, manager of the
Fibefflas Atlanta, Ga., office
which serces the Clemson area
characterized the demonstration
as a ifast-moving panorama that
shows what glass technologists
have done to develop versatile
new products and to create a lusty
he.v industry now established as
a basic material supplier.
Commentators R. L. Cone, Jr.,
Pandel Savic, Greer C. Heindel,
Robert E. Van Winkle, John Hartnett and Robert W. McArthur will

explain scores of mockups %nd
show hundreds of examples of Fiberglas products. Charts supply
data about the insulation efficiency
of Fiberglass thermal insulation
and the noise reduction co-efficient of Fiberglas acoustical tile,
the strength and elasticity of Fiberglas-reinforced plastics and
other technical information.
During the demonstration,
for example, an unbaked pie
is placed in a. hot oven of a
Fiberglas-insulated range. Put
into the over with the pie is a
carton of ice cream, simply
wrapped in a batt of the same
insulation used in the range. A
pot of hot coffee, wrapped in
the same insulation, is placed in
a Fiberglas-insulated refrigerator at the same time. Half an
hour later the pie is taken out
baked, the ice cream comes out
still frozen, and the coffee, removed from the refrigerator, is
poured steaming into a cup, giv-

ing a graphic demonstration of
insulating efficiency.
Fiberglass products, manufactured in a wide variety of forms,
include soft, downy Aerocor used
to insulate aircraft, automobiles,
around air condiitoning ducts,
steam-traced pipe lines and domestic heating equipment; coarse
fibers used in air filters; glass
yarns used in weaving sheer Fiberglas
marquisette
curtains;
acoustical tile and roof insulation;
mats used to protect underground
pipe lines against corrosion; molded pipe covering; coated fabrics
for automobile convertible tops,
and asphalt-enclosed board for
' cold storage refrigeration.

SOUTHERN
PEN SHOP

Dr. Hugh M. Brown, dean of
the Clemson School of Textiles,
left New York last week for
Europe where he will attend a
series of textile and research meetings for the next six weeks.
The American Standards Association, as a member of the
International Standards Organization, invited Dr. Brown along
with 14 other delegates from the
United States to make the trip.
The first stop on the tour will
be the ISO meeting in Bournemouth, England, June 4-9.
Dean Brown is representing the
National Council of Textile
Schools Deans, the American Society of Testing Materials, Textile Committee D 13, and the
Clemson College School of Textiles.
One of the important objects of
the American Standard Association is to serve as the Authoritative American channel for the international cooperation in standardization work. The ISO is located in 29 countries.
While on the trip Dean Brown
will also be representing the
same organizations at the International Research meetings
in Lille, France, May 7-9, and
at meetings of the Textile Institute of Great Britain, May
21-26.
Between meetings he will also
attend the International Textile
Exhibition in Lille, a project
sponsored by the ECA, visit several textile organizations in Switzerland and other textile schools
in England.
The Clemson Textile School has
made great strides since Dr.
Brown became its head. Many
pieces of new machinery have
been installed and the number of
students has doubled.
Dr. Brown has had wide interest
in the American Society of Testing Materials and other research
organizations. He has conducted
considerable research for various
task groups and given several
papers.
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Central Dance Association sponsors for the Taps- Jr.-Sr. Ball pictured above are: top, left to right,
Miss Dot Wyatt of Converse College and Danville, Va. for Billy Brown, president, of Spartanburg; Miss Nell Wylie of Florence for Vance Gan dy, vice president, of Florence; Miss Ann Sloan of
Winthrop College and Spartanburg for Reid Horton, treasurer, or Rock Hill. Bottom, left to right,
Miss Betty Tonge of Converse and Spartanburg, for Leslie McMillan, decorations chairman of
Spartanburg; Miss Margaret Curry of Converse and Lebanon, Ky. or Stan Converse, placing chairman of Spartanburg; Miss Barbara Lowe of Winthrop and High Point, N. C, for Bernie Graham,
floor chairman of Eire, Pa.; and Miss Miriam Dean of Limestone and Orangeburg for Jack Cribb,
publicity chairman of Spartanburg.

BAR-B-Q GRILL

STEWART MERRITT CO.

WE DO NOT CLAIM TO
SERVE THE BEST.

26 S. MAIN AND LEWIS PLAZA

Two Stores for Your Convenience

Try For Yourself

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Cold Drinks — Beverages

Featuring Nationally Advertised Brands

Owned and operated by
Mrs. Clyde Campbell

Arrow Shirts — Interwoven Sox — French-Shrinet Shoes—

Highway 29

Michaels-Stern Suits—Alligator Rainwear

Anderson, S. C.

MCGREGOR SPORTSWEAR

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 20...THE BALTIMORE ORIOLE

Patronize

SAM'S LUNCH
Clemson Students Always Welcome
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Cigarette Lighter Repair
122 N. Main

Greenville

SHOP and SAVE

at
Gallant-Belk

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

Company

McLees Bros.,
Jewelers
Towle, Reed and Barton
Sterling.
Lenox China—Duncan Crystal
ANDERSON
SENECA

BILL MARTIN HEATING COMPANY
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

When In Anderson Stop at

DO-NUT DINETTE
N. Main St.

Owned and Operated by Larry Stanley
Former Clemson Man
DO-NUTS

SANDWICHES

And that's the way he likes his proof of cigarette mildness! No.razzledazzle "quick-puff" tests for him. No one-whiff, one-puff experiments
There's one test, he's discovered, that's right down the alley!

Open Until 2 A. M.

THE SENSIBLE TEST ... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
which simply asks you to try Camels as a steady smokeon a pack-after-pack, day-after-day basis.

by GREYHOUND

GREENVILLE'S NEWEST MEN'S SHOE STORE

the low-cost, convenient way home

Styles That College Men Appreciate

6-25—College

GRAIN'S J ARM AN SHOES

GREYHOUND

doesn't like to reach for 'em... wants it'right over th* plate.

It's the test that proves what cigarette mildness really means.

«

Shown above is the light erected by the Clemson chapter of
Tau Beta Pi in the vicinity of
Riggs Hall. It is operated by
• switch located in the parking area to the rear of the enllneerins' bufMiner.

lean-up man on the baseball nine, this slugger

BEER ON CURB

S-t-r-e-t-c-h those dwindling dollars

—TIGER Staff Photo by Jack Trimmier

=~C

After you've enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—for
30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat,
T for Taste), we believe you'll know Vjjay . . *.

243 N. Main Street

More People Smoke Camels

Opposite Ottaray Hotel

than any other tigarettel
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Tiger Nine Clinches Southern Division Championship
Griffith Hurls Six Hitter At Furman;
Knoebel, Mathews Get Three Hits Each

Tiger Track Team
Slight Favorite
Clemson's Tigers clinched the championship of the
southern division of the Southern Conference Tuesday by In State Meet
defeating Furman 12-2 at Greenville. The win gave the

varsity track squad
Country Gentlemen a clean sweep of the four game series is Clemson's
a strong contender in the state
and assured them of a position in the Southm Conference intercollegiate track meet that is
to be held in Clinton Friday and
play-offs next week-end.

Saturday of this week on the PresRegardless of how the remainbyterian track.
ing games turn out, Clemson will
Only four colleges are sending
finish in the top post of the southfull track squads to the meet.
ern division. The remaining vaThese colleges are Clemson, The
cancy will be filled by Wake ForCitadel, Wofford, and P. C. Furest, Duke, or North Carolina, with
man and The University of South
hot Wake Forest seeming to have
Carolina are expected to send inthe inside track.
dividual entries.
By Harold Owen
"Nig" Griffith pitched beautiful
Although the Tigers are rated
six-hit ball Tuesday in going the
THE TIGERS ARE IN
as favorites in the meet, P. C. is
route fo rthe third time this year.
Clemson's Tigers were handed expected to offer plenty of comThe orchids of the week should go without the least The win was his third. The Ben- their
second Southern Conference petition.
murmur of disapproval to Coach Cox's wonder boys who by gals got off to a good start in the defeat in fourteen starts as the Trials for the varsity discus, shot
first inning. After Crouch Demon Deacons of Wake Forest put, broad jump, and javelin
virtue of their 12-2 conquest of Furman Tuesday won the very
and Aughtry were retired, Knoe- pushed across four runs in the events will begin at 130 Friday
southern division of the Southern Conference loop. When bel doubled to left. Mathews fol- top of the tenth frame to down afternoon. The hurdle and dash
the Tigers lost their first four games of the season some of lowed with a walk. Hendley then the pace-setting Tigers 12-8.
trials will follow at 2:00. Varsity
sent Knoebel home with a sharp
Clemson faced one of the toughthe most staunch Bengal supporters became to wonder if th single, Mathews also scoring when est pitchers that they have met all finals will begin at 2:00 Saturday. The running events will get*
team was going to pull through the season successfully. But the second baseman bobbled a season in the final home game of underway at 2:30.
the
year.
The
Deacons
started
The Tiger freshman will also
Coach Cox's prediction that when his boys rounded into htrow.
In the third stanza "Knobby" Gary Coleman, a left-hander who
in the freshman meet.
shape they would play the kind of ball that they are capable Knoble's single, stolen base, and allowed only six hits, three walks, participate
Their trials will also begin at
Mathews' double accounted for and struck out fifteen in eight 1:30 Friday afternoonof has since more than borne itself out.
the Tiger's third run.
The Tigers have won the right to meet the top two
innings.
With one out in the fifth, the
The Tigers got off to a jrood son and Knoebel crossed the plate.
teams of the northern division and the other team in the
Bengals began to roar again.
Mathews scored on Hendley's
start
in the first inning, gath- single.
Southern league which has not been determined as yet.
Aughtry singled. Knoebel's walk
forced Aughtry to second. ering three of their six hits off
Singles by Culberson and McThe playoffs will be held in Greensboro, N. C, next
Mathews was safe on a fielder's Coleman. With the count full, Kay, with two Deacon errors,
week-end.
choice, Knoebel being retired at Roby Crouch tripled deep into added a single Tiger run in the
If the Tigers play the calibre of ball in the playoffs that second base, and "Cowboy" ad- right centerfield. After Aughtry eighth.
In the bottom of the ninth,
they have exhibited in the last few games they should top vancing to third. Then Hendley had gone down swinging, Knobcame through with a single to
Aughtry walked and went to third
off a great athletic year for Clemson with a few more tro- score Aughtry and send Mathews by Knoebel drew a walk, stole as Knoebel singled. Knoebel
to third base. Culberson walked second, and then advanced to stole second and Hendley walked,
phies for the showcase.
to load the bases, and Morrow got third as Crouch scored on the loading the bases. Culberson
FREUDENBERGER BIG THREAT IN STATE MEET
credit for an RBI when he drew
singled home the tying run and
free transportation. Ray McKay's , catcher's error. Ray Mathews Morrow grounded out to retire the
One of the men to watch when the Tiger thinclads jour- single scored Hendley and Culber- homerer over the leftfield fence, side.
ney to Clinton this weekend to do battle in the State track son and advanced Billy Morrow scoring Knoebel ahead of him.
In the top of the tenth, Wake
meet is the Tiger's javalin heaver, big six foot Otto Freuden- to third. Griffith struck out to Clemson tallied three more Forest banged out four singles
inning
times in the fifth when Simpson, and, with several errors by the
berger. According to Coach Rock Norman, he's probably endThetheTigers
added three more
over-anxious Tigers, scored four
the most improved man on the squad. He's bettered his in the sixth frame on Aughtry's pinchhitting for Ford, led off with runs which proved to be the
a
single.
Then
with
two
away,
winning margin as Clemson
record in every meet over the previous one. Besides having single, Knoebel's double, Mathews'
Knoebel drew his second pass of went down in order in the last
triple, and Hendley's long fly.
an innat skill at tossing the javelin, Otto is one of the most
In the eighth, Crouch led off the day. Mathews followed with of the tenth.
with a walk. He stole second a single into rightfield and went
conscientious tracksters on the team.
knoebel, Mathews, Hendley,
Otto was born in St. Petersburg, Fla., where he threw and went to third on Aughtry's to second on an error as Simp- and Culberson led the Clemson
infield out. Knoebel walked and
both the javelin and shot on the high school's track squad also stole second. Both runattack with two hits apiece.
Box Score:
Jimmy Floyd, with three singles
as well as playing tackle on the football team. He was all- ners tallied on Mathews' single.
AB R H E
After Hendley flew deep to right CLEMSON
in
four times at the plate, and
state for two years. In high school he flung the javelin to field, Mathews stole second, but Crouch, lb
4
Bob
Coluni, who tripled, doubled,
the almost astronomical distance of 186 feet.
5
was thrown out at home trying Aughtry, 2b _
and singled in six times at bat,
Knoebel,
If
3
to
score
on
Culberson's
single
Last year he placed second in the state meet, but even
led the visitors' hitting attack.
Mathews, cf
.4
to left.
Otto himself thinks that he may do better this autumn.
— — 5
J. C. Hicks was charged with
Furman's first run came in the Hendley, c
4
sixth when "Red" Watson tripled Culberson, ss
the loss and Coleman was the
MATHEWS LEADS HITTERS
4
to left center, and Stafford fol- Morrow, rf
winning pitcher.
McKay, 3b
4
Ray Mathews, Tig flychaser, who seems to have found lowed with a single.
— 5
the knack of "hittin' 'em where they ain't", is currently pac- Two walks, a stolen base, and a Grififth, p
single netted the Purples their
/
ing the Tiger sluggers with an .414 average. In the past few final run in the bottom of the Totals
38 12 13 1
games Ray has been belting the ball well over the .500 mark ninth.
AB R H E
Griffith, in registering his third FURMAN
with pie two games with Carolina still remaining for him to victory
of the campaign, struck Landreth, cf . _. _ 4
better his overall average. Big Dick Hendley is runner-up out eight and walked, seven.
3
McDowell, If
_ _ 5
Leading the hitting for the Shook, ss-2b
to Mathews with a .362 mark and Knobby Knoebel is third
4
T^ers were "Knobby" Knoebel J. Davis, c —
with an average of .361, only one point behind Hendley.
S
with a perfect day at bat, col- Watson, rf —
3
"Cowboy" Aughtry rounds out the top four with a .341.
lecting two doubles, a single, Stafford, 3b .
4
The team as a whole is sporting a .299 figure as they and two walks In three official Edwards, lb
2
trips to the plate, and Ray Campbell, 2b
have gathered 232 hits in 776 times at bat.
Mathews, who had a single, Bass, ss '—
1
Mathews has also been the most dangerous batsman on double, and triple in four times Moates, p
2
Brown, p
1
^the team with men on base as he has been credited with at bat.
John Davis, Furman catcher, a-Smalls
0
drilling 31 tallies across the plate. Hendley is running a was the only Purple to gather b-B. Davis
1
more than one hit off Griffith's
close second with 29.
Totals
33 2 6 2
deliveries.
Individual marks of the players are given below.
Moates, the losing pitcher, was a-Walked for Bass in 8th.
Player
AB
R
H
RBI Ave. charged with the Tiger's first nine b-Struck out for Brown in 9th.
201 043 020—12
Crouch z.
27
85
10
26
.306 runs. Brown, who relieved, gave Clemson
up the remaining three runs.
Furman
000 001 001— 2

Wake Fores! Downs
V\mt P^e 17-8

Aughtry
Knoebel
Mathews
Hendley
Culberson
Morrow
McKay
Baker
Griffith
Hair
Kaa
Simpson

85
._72

_91
94
78

_57
_

69

_13
- 16
__29
_ 8
. _13

;

29
27
29
19

16 ,

9
14
3
2
8
0
0

29
26
38
34
22
10
20
3
2
8
2
3

10
22
31
29
28
8
13
2
1
9
1
1

.341
.361
.414
.362
.280
.176
.290
.230
.128
.276
.250
.231

For
A Season
In the Sun

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

ARROW
Basque Shirts

LOOK YOUR BEST FOR JUNIOR - SENIOR

See HOKE SLOAN
for White Dinner Jackets and All Men's Wear of the
Better Class.

Sporting Goods

Every man wants several of these cool
basque shirts for summer — they're the
coolest, most comfortable leisure shirts we
know. Trim-fitting.
Smart looking. Perfect with all your
sports outfits. See
them at your favorite
Arrow dealer's.

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C

$1.25 to $3.95

SAM'S LUNCHEONETTE
Complete Fountain Service

S) ARROWSHIRTS & TIES
[ARROWS UNDERWEAR

116 Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

J65MHLS

•

HANDKERCHIEFS

•

SPORTS SHIRTS

"Cowboy" Aughtry is pictured above as he slides into third base in last Friday's game with Davidson. The Tigers won 20-2 to capture their thirteenth Southern Conference game.

Tigs (op Southern
Title; Northern
Still Unsettled
While Clemson has clinched the
Southern division of the Southern
Conference, a three-way race has
shaped up in the Northern division with Maryland, Richmond,
and Virginia Tech battling for top
spot.
The Tigers' opposition in the
Conference playoffs will more
than likely come from two of
these teams. The champ will
probably be decided this week.
Also to be decided this week is
the other team to represent the
Southern Division in the playoffs
along with the Tigers. Yesterday's
and today's contests will tell the
tale as Wake Forest met Duke
yesterday and North Carolina today.

Tennis Team Ends
Season Tuesday
The Clemson College Tennis
Team finishes out its season at
Charleston on Monday and Tuesday with matches with the College
of Charleston and The Citadel.
The Tigers have beaten both
the Maroons and the Bulldogs
earlier in the season at Clemson.

Standings as of Sunday:
Southern Conference
TEAMS
W L PCT.
Clemson
13 2 .867
N. Carolina
8 5 .615
Duke J
8 5 .615

ft. H. SNODDY. OWNER

Wake Forest
N. C. State _
Furman
S. Carolina _
The Citadel
Davidson

6 4
7 6
.__ 6 8
6 10
17
1 9.

.600
.538
.429
.375
.125
.100

DIAL. S1S1

^Jemdcn fsM^ <£eweJeMi
DIAMONDS

WATCHES

WATCHES

REPAIRED

\~<~SI

Congratulations Mothers For The
Boys of Clemson College

Mu teacher says ^£"sla*^
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Bengals Close Season This Week - End With Birds
Clemson's Tigers, the conference champs of the southern
division, will close out their regular season this weekend
when they tangle with South Carolina in Orangeburg on
Friday and in Columbia on Saturday.
The two contests will come as
an anti-climax to the Tiger's season since the games will have no
bearing on the league crowns.
Though the Tigers defeated the
Gamecocks in both games played
here, the Birds have been steadily improving since the start of
the season and will undoubtedly
be out to gain revenge on the
Tigers.
Coach Cox will probably send
"Birddog" Hughes, "Hootie" Kea,
or J. C. Hicks against the Birds in
the two engagements. The Tigers
will probably run up against their
nemesis of last year, Grady Faircloth, either Friday or Saturday.
The Tiger's lineup will remain
the same with the infield being
Roby Crouch, first, Gene Aughtry, second, Ray McKay, third,
and Ken Culberson at short.
Knobby Knoebel in left field, Ray
Mathews in center, and Billy Morrow or Bill Hair in right will
round out the outer gardeners.

Frosh Track Team
Beats Davidson
For Second Win

Willie Fabian, versatile Tiger trackman, is shown in the midst of
one of his broad jumps in last Saturday's meet with Davidson.

h

Clemson Cindermen
Edge Davidson Cats
Clemson's varsity track squad
c-me through with a win over the
Davidson Wildcats here Saturday
afternoon by the score of 68 2-5 to
62 3-5. This was one of the best
meets the Bengal squad has participated in this season.
Coach "Rock" Norman stated
thslt he was particular pleased
with the outcome of this meet. He
also added that the .work of the
team as a whole was very satisfactory. Boys that showed improvement over their last record
were Gaskins, Graham, Freudenberger, Odom, Gaulden, Tolbert,
Freret, Woodward, Calvert, Lewis,
Cason, and Ervin. The other
members of the squad continued
their outstanding work.
Bob "Cadillac" Hudson ran and
threw true to form as he racked
up a total of 20 points to lead the
scoring of the afternoon. Bob
took a first place in the Discus,
the Shot put, the 100 yard dash,
and the 220 dash. The big Tiger
speedster bettered the State record
in the 220 dash by .2 of a second.
The 'date record is 21.6, and Bob
cams through with a 21.4.
One of the most exciting events
'"*"T"of. the afternoon was the Relay
race. The Clemson relay team,
piaposed of Lewis, Calvert, FreWoodward, won in a
photo finish.
If the Tiger squad continues to
work as they did Saturday, they
are a sure bet for a win in the
State Track Meet that is to be
held in Clinton this Friday and
Saturday.
The scoring is as follows:

1 mile—Bradley (D), Casony(C),
Stockton (D) 4:40.4
440 — Woodward (C), Calvert
'(C), Reese (D) 51.1
100—Hudson (C), Gookpasture
(D), Freret (C) 10.
120 hurdles — Pritchett (D),
Richardson (C), White (D) 15.8
880 — Henry (D), Lewis (C),
Greer (D) 2:02
220—Hudson- (C), Goodpasture
(D), Freret (C) 21.4
2 mile—Stockton (D), Lee (D),
Ervin (C) 10:57.1
220 hurdles — Pritchett (D),
Freickson (D), Radcliff (C) 25.3
Relay — Clemson (Lewis, Calvert, Freret, Woodward) 3:30.1
Discus—Hudson (C), McNeely
(D), Graham (C) 134'
Shot Put — Hudson (C), McNeely (D), Gaskins (C) 46'1 3-4"
Javelin — Freudenberger (C),
Odom (C), Blank (D) 174' 8 1-2"
High Jump—(5 way tie) Tolbert
(C), Gaskins (C), Slattery (C),
Cornell (D), Williams (D) 5'11"
Broad Jump — Cornell (D),
White (D), Fabian (C) 20'7"
Pole Vault—Gaulden (C), Poston (D), Akers (C) 11'9"

Clemson's baby Tigers scored a
win over the Davidson frosh Saturday afternoon by the score of
74 to 42. This was the freshman's
second win against one defeat.
The Bengal freshmen have improved considerably, since their
last meet. Wells and McLendon
continued to show their speed in
the dashes. Towell placed first in
both the 120 and 220 hurdles.
Twiddy took first place in the
javelin throw as he heaved it
169 feet.
Towell was high scorer for the
afternoon as he racked up a total
of 13 points. Twiddy of Clemson
and Shippley of Davidson came in
second in the scoring with 11
points each.
The Freshman squad will participate in the State Track Meet
that is to be held in Clinton'this
week-end.
The scoring is as follows:
1 mile—Shane (C), Holt (D),
Counts (C), 4:53.8
440—Shippley (D), Lorelle (C),
Middleton (C) 51.8
100—Wells (C), McLendon (C),
Breeden (D) 10.2
120 hurdles—Towell (C), Duffies (C), McKelway (D) 17.1
880—Shippley (D), McMahan
(C), Bryson (C) 2:5.8
220—Wells (C) Brendon (D),
McLendon (C) 22.4
220 hurdles—Towell (C), McKay (D), Morris (D) 26.2
Discus—Williams (D), Fox (C),
Holt (D) 114'8"
Javelin—Twiddy (C), Williams
(D), Loy (D) 169 ft.
Shot—Smith (C), Twiddy (C),
Hilley (C) 38 ft.
High jump — Henley (D),
Twiddy (C), Davis (D) 5'4"
Broad Jump — McLendon (C),
Towell (C), Shippley (D) 20'4 1-2"
Pole Vault—Fain (C), McKelway (D), 10'6"

vxSgSggjg&Sftgafr

Tigs Rout Davidson
Nine By Score Of
wi fa Siwftfejj
With Roger Baker pitching
beautiful six hit ball, the Clemson Tigers won their second game
of the week as they overpowered
the Davidson Wildcats by the
score of 20-2. The Tiger batsmen
collected a total of nineteen hits
and took advantage of five Davidson errors in registering the
victory.
After the first three innings the
outcome of the game was never
in doubt. The Tigers scored four
runs in the first inning as Crouch
received a walk, Knoebel was safe
on an error, Mathews doubled
scoring Crouch and Knoebel.
Hendley homered scoring Mathews
in front of him. The Bengals
added six more runs in the second on six hits, one of the hits
was a two run homer by Knoebel.
They pushed across six more tallies in the third on a single and
three successive home runs by
Mathews, Hendley, and Culberson.
The Tigers scored two more
runs in the 6th as Billy Hair
hit a homer which scored Knoebel who had reached first- on
the third baseman's error.
They added two more tallies in
the 9th stanza on Hendley's
triple which scored Mathews,
and Knoebel in front of him.
Davidson's two runs came in
the top of the seventh on successive singles by Miller and Downs
who scored on a fly to Center and
a passed ball.
Hendley led Clemson's hitting
as he banged out a single, two
triples, and two homers in six
trips to the plate. Mathews collected a single, a double, and a
homer in four official times at
bat.
Downs led Davidson's hitting
with a double and a single in
three times at bat. Craven collected two singles in four trips
to the plate.
Baker was credited with the
win as he allowed six hits, five
free passes, and struck out Six
Davidson batten. Smith was
charged with the loss.
Box Score
CLEMSON
Crouch, lb
Aughtry, 2b
Hines, If.
Knoebel, If
Hair, cf
Mathews, cf
Hendley, c
Evans, ss
Culberson, ss
Morrow, rf
Simpson, 3b
McKay, 3b
Baker, p
Totals

,

ABBH
4 2 2
5 1 1
2 2 0
,
3 2 1
__. 2 2 2
.
4 3 3
. 6 3 8
2 0 0
»_ 4 1 2
5 1 1
_^ — 1 0 0
2 1 0
,
4 2 2
44 20 19

Bob Hudson, right, is shown above as he breaks the tape after
running a 10 second 100-yard dash In last Saturday's track meet
DAVIDSON
Guiten, ss
Whisnant, lb
Rowland, cf
Morrow, rf
Craven, If, p
Hengeveld, 2b
Oakes, c, If .
Miller, 3b
Talyor, p
Smith, p _u
Downs, c
Totals

_

AB R H
.200
0
0
0
0
0
0
3 1
1 0
0 0
3 1
33 2

Clemson men are always
welcome at

Davenport's
One of the
South's leading
clothiers for
college men.

DAVENPORT'S
207 N. Main St.
Greenville

Cubs Defeated By
Furman Frosh 15-13
Clemson's baby Tigers lost to
the Furman Freshman Tuesday
afternoon by the score of 15-13.
The Furman Frosh collected 15
hits and took advantage of 6 Tiger
errors to win. Clemson gathered
14 hits.
Smith led Clemson's hitting
with three hits in five times at

with Davidson. Hudson took first place in every event he entered to lead the scoring with 20 points.
bat. Duncan collected two bingles in five trips to the plate. McIntyre banged out a homer for the
locals.
Bennett led Furman's hitting

with a homer and two singles if
six times at bat.
R H r
Clemson _ 200 305 300 0—13 14
Furman .. 221 511 010 2—15 15 :

HAVE YOUR PICTURE MADE WHERE THE LIGHTS
ARE BRIGHT AT

JUNIOR-SENIOR DANCES
JACK TRIMMIER

MAY 11 - 12
HENRY CHAFUK

6

YOURSELF!
Don't test one brand alone
♦..compare them all!
Unlike others, we never ask you
to test our brand alone. We say...
compare PHILIP MORRIS...«■«*
PHILIP MoRRis-Mee PHILIP MORRIS
against any other cigarette!
Then make your own choice!
TRY THIS TEST!

CLEMSON

Take « ■» «."»-•»' °"l

THEATRE

you do:
1 light wp either cigarette. Take a
puff-dor* inhole-ond s-l-o-w-l-y
let the smoke come through your nose.

Friday, Saturday, May 11-12

\

'Bird Of
. Paradise'

jjhj, «l».r.tt.. !>>•». >>•'•' «"

2 Now do exactly the same thing
with the other cigarette.

With Debra Padgett and

NOTICI THAT PHILIP MORRIS
IS DEFINITELY LESS IRRITATING,

Jeff Chandler

DEFINITELY MILDER!

Late Show, Sat., 10:45

'Savage
Splendor'

k.
Remember...

Monday, Tuesday, May 14-15

'Payment On
Demand'

mmm

with Bette Davis and
Barry Sullivan

.

-mm

Wednesday - Thursday

with Gary Cooper

means

MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

May 16 - 17

'You're In the
Navy Now'

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER

CALL
FOR

PHILIP MORRIS
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Proposed Ammendertts
To Student Constitution
The following proposed amendment to the constitution of the
Clemson College Student Government is published in accordance with Article Six, Section
One of the constitution which
reads: "The legislative branch of
the student government, whenever
two-thirds absolute majority of
student representatives shall deem
it necessary, shall propose amendments to this constitution. Such
proposed amendments shall be
published in THE TIGER at least
twice before being submitted for
ratification by the student body.
Such ratification shall be obtained when a two-thirds absolute majority of the student body
votes in its favor. Such a majority shall be obtained oy ballot or
petition.":
Article III

Shown above are the members of the 'Y' Cabinet at the installation service last Sunday evening.
They are, first row, left to right, Bill Shuler, Tom Bryson,' John Stanley; second row, left to right,
Jimmy Neighbors, Roy McCall, Boh Froelich, Harold Witt, Joe Reid, L. F. Neville, Chester Wilson;
third row, left to right, R. L. Spake, John Rivers, Thomas Eskew, J. H. Sherer, H. H. Buchanan, and
Jim Callaham.

Operations and facilities of Clemson College were inspected last week by the -951 Board of Visitors,
appointed to make annual visits to the college an d report to the Board of Trustees. Members are,
from left row to right: Col. J. F. Risher of Bam burg, J. C. Self, Jr. of Greenwood, George C. Rogers of Charleston, Horman Howorth of Rock Hill, B. F. Williamson of Darlington, Representative
D. V. Richardson of Georgetown, and Bachman S. Smith of Charleston, who was elected hold-over
member of the 1952 board. Back row: Dr. R. F. Poole, president of Clemson College, George
Grice, president of the College of Charleston, Harold Booker of Camden, W. N. Henderson of Ninety
Six, L. A. Walker of Summerville, R. M. Erwin of Laurens, and E. B. Baskin of Bishopville. J. P.
Williamson of Greenville was not present when the picture was made.

Newman Club Has
Annual Banquet-

The Newman Club will have its
annual banquet in Newman Hall
beginning at 7 p. m. on Saturday, May 12. This banquet, the
last of the club's social functions
for the school year, will be the
occasion for the presentation of
two national Newman club
awards.
Mr.
George
LaBrasca
of
Charleston, former president of
the Clemson Newman club, and
Deci Barbot of Florence, active
member of the club, will be presented with keys making them
members of the John Henry
Newman Honorary Society. This
The Assembly
national honorary society is made
Section 2. The assembly of UD of those who have rendered
student
representatives shall outstanding service to the Newconsist of five duly elected rep- man Club Federation, both on
resentatives from each class local and national level.
and twelve representatives elecMr. LaBrasca has been an arted by the council of club presdent supporter of Newmanism,
idents from its members. The not only during his term as presiofficers of the assembly
of
dent of the local club, but also
student representatives
shall
since his graduation from Clemconsist of a speaker and a secretary who shall be elected by son College.
the members of the assembly.
Deci Barbot has served as diThe speaker pro-tempore shall rector of the International Relabe the vice-president of the tions Department of the National
student body, ■ as provided in
Newman Club Federation.
Article One, Section Six.
Every year at this time theSection 3. After completion
of nominations for officers of local Newman club awards a key
each class, the floor shall be
to some member of the Clemson
ooened for nominations of that community who has in some parclass's representatives on the
ticular way shown an interest in
assembly of student representastudent activities and furthered
tives. The number of candidates shall not exceed ten and them by cooperation and sincere
personal interest. This year the
shall be reduced to that number if necessary by a secret balclub has chosen Mr. Claude Kluttz
lot before the termination of to be. the recipient of this honorthat meeting. The ten nominees
ary award. Mr. Kluttz will be
receiving the highest number of
presented
the key at the banquet.
votes shall be candidates for
Speaker at the banquet will be
election. Each student present
shall vote for not more than five the Reverend Christopher Barry,
nominees.
of St. Mary's Catholic Church,
Greenville, S. C.
The Catholic Women's Club of
NC Club To Hold
St. Andrews parish will prepare
the food for the banquet, and the
Lost Meet Of Year
Junior Legion of Mary of St.
The North Carolina-Clemson Francis Catholic Church, WalhalClub will hold its last regular
la, will serve.
meeting of the semester Tuesday,
May 15, at 6:45 p. m. in 'Y' club
room No. 1. All members 'are
urged to attend,
College Cafeteria
All members who expect to be
here this summer are especially
and
requested to attend this meeting
Cafe
to discuss plans for continuing
activities of the organization.
Give Us a Trial
Plans for a party with Anderson
nurses will also be discussed.

Fred Waring, above, is shown conducting a group of choral directors at the annual Waring Workshop. He will be on the Clemson campus on June 18-22 to conduct a similar workshop. The session will attract a large number of choral directors from southern states.

Congressman Dorn
Jr.-Sr. Speaker
'The annual Jr.-Sr. banquet will
be held on Friday evening, May
11, at 7 p. m., in the Clemson dining hall. The Hon. W. J. Bryan
Dorn will be the speaker for the
banquet.
Arrangements lor the banquet
are under the direction of

the

president of the junior class, A. K.
Bowman.

Seniors are to be seat-

ed with their dates in the main
dining hall. Members of the junior
class and dates will be seated in
the small dining hall, south wing.
The speaker will be introduced
by Bobby Huguley. favors will
be given to members of the senior
class.
The formal dance will be held
at 9 p. m. immediately following
the banquet.

CLEMSON
YMCA
MAY 10-12

Cause For Alarm
Starring Loretta Young and
Barry Sullivan

MAY 11

The Jackpot
with James Stewart

MAY 12

v

Pinkie

Try Our

with Jeannle Crain

Steaks

MAY 14-16

Soldiers Three

Seafood

with Walter Pidgeon

Chicken

COMING:

The Great
Caruso

Short Orders
KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

and

Fourteen Hours

LIKE THOUSANDS OF AMERICA'S STUDENTSMAKE THIS MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF AND GET

WHAT EVERY SMOKER WANTS
PHOTOS TAKEN
ON CAMPUS

."■■■■-■
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■■■:, UN ZWEIG
SYRACUSE
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ClAtW HAVEN
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Shown above is the new Slip Stick staff. Front row, left to right: Pat Wise, managing editor;
Deci Barbot, editor; Jack Randall, business manager. Second row: Tom McSwiney, circulation
manager; Cliff Watkins, feature editor; Tommy Skornschek, advertising manager; Paul Vanderschans, art editor; John DiMarzo, feature editor; and Royce Robertson, editorial staff. Absent when
the picture was taken was Bill Denson, feature editor.
•

DeciBarbol Elected Editor Of Slip Stick
Deci Barbot, civil engineering
senior of Florence, has been elected editor of Slipstick, the official
school publication of the engineering department, for the 1951-52
school year. Pat Wise, mechanical engineering sophomore of Vaucluse, has been named managing
editor.

The feature editors elected to
the staff are: Bill Denson, mechanical engineering junior of
Olando, Fla.; John DiMarzo, civil
engineering junior of West Orange,
N. J.; and Cliff Watkins, civil engineering senior of Augusta, Ga.
John Randall, electrical engineering sophomore of Clemson,
was elected business manager.

Elected advertising manager was
Tommy Scornschek of Tampa,
Fla., and' Tommy McSwiney of
Jacksonville, Fla, was elected
circulation manager.
Other staff positions will be
filled by R. M. Wise, mechanical engineering freshman and W.
R. Robertson, civil engineering
freshman

Get Your

MILDNESS
fjjjS^ NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE
OVER 1500 PROMINENT TOBACCO GROWERS
SAY: "When I apply the Standard Tobacco Growers'
Test to cigarettes I find Chesterfield is the-one that
smells Milder and smokes Milder/*

MOTHER'S DAY
Orchid

$3.50

Corsages
STEAKS, SANDWICHES
WAFFLES AND
COMPLETE MEALS
Main Street

Anderson

CLEMSON

$2.00 up
FLORIST

Phone 5159

\

A WELL-KNOWN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION REPORTS: "Of all brands tested,
Chesterfield is the only cigarette in which members
of our taste panel found no unpleasant after-taste."
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LEADING SELLER
IN AMERICA'S
COLLEGES

